Installing reduced pressure zone (RPZ) backflow preventers indoors carries with it a risk of property damage due to flooding. For many of the projects, it seems many of the floor drains and floor sinks are an inadequate remedy. The risk is related to flow rate differences of RPZs compared to the drain capacity of floor drain and floor sinks. The RPZ is designed to dump water when a backpressure or back-siphon condition occurs. If something keeps the #2 check valve from closing completely during a backpressure or zero-pressure event, the relief valve dumps. The relief valve discharge graphs below were created by the Watts Company. The drain flow rates are sourced from this link: http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/sewer-pipes-capacity-d_478.html.

We derive the flood rate below by subtracting the drain capacity from the relief valve discharge rate at 65 PSI. As the graphs below indicate, higher-pressure rates will increase the flood rate shown.
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*Flow @ 65 PSI = 312 gpm
Drain = 93 gpm
Flood rate = 219 gpm*
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*Flow @ 65 PSI = 575 gpm
Drain = 93 gpm
Flood rate = 482 gpm*

There have been numerous cases of building damage, especially following new construction, from RPZs installed indoors. The Denver Mayor’s office estimated that 5–10% of backflow preventers fail their initial test. This puts additional pressure on design engineers to be sure that system-failure risks are assessed accurately.

Many water jurisdictions (Charlotte, Las Vegas, Chicago, Nashville) are amending design specifications and preferences for new commercial building projects to locate meters and backflow preventers at the Right of Way on the in-bound water sources: fire, domestic, and irrigation.

Some items to keep in mind when designing systems with RPZs include:

- **RPZ flooding of indoor mechanical rooms**
  Stated above, the floor drain capacity of RPZs of 3" diameter and higher are likely to be cost-prohibitive due to necessary pipe diameter and fall rates.

...continued on next page...
Ongoing cost and liability of BFPs in underground vaults
Risk of injury in confined space
OSHA requires 2 men at any service call and at every annual BFP test
Flooded vaults must first be pumped out prior to testing
The installed cost of the vault and an above ground enclosure are comparable

Difficulty of annual testing due to lack of access to premises
Tenants in subdivided spaces often are unaware of the BFP location and complicate access for testing
Vacant lease premises are often locked and inaccessible
Having all BFPs in one location accessible with one key, eases backflow testing time and reduces cost

The change of use of commercial properties over time
Leased properties change uses over time and a low hazard water user (Double Check BFP) often changes to a high-hazard water user (RPZ BFP)

Fire Department intervention
When the Fire Department is called to a location during a fire, the fire service backflow can quickly be located close to the public Right of Way. Many times, the backflow enclosure includes a Fire Department Connection (FDC) downstream of the backflow piped to the exterior wall. This speeds up response capability, and reduces risk to firefighters and rescue personnel.

Thanks for reading,
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